Abstract-The goal of pattern matching is to find small parts of an image that are similar to a given template. Matching in transform-domain (such as Haar, Walsh-Hadamard, etc.) is more efficient that matching in the spatial domain. However, it has a limitation: the template size is restricted to be a power of two to apply fast computational algorithms of transforms. In this paper, fast pattern matching method based on orthonormal tree-structured Haar transform (OTSHT) is proposed. It allows to overcome the above-mentioned limitation of the template size. Two types of tree structures are considered in this paper: balanced tree and logarithmic tree. It is demonstrated that the proposed method with the balanced tree structure is computationally more efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
Pattern matching, also known as a template matching, is a classic and fundamental method to locate small parts in an image that match a given template. It has a lot of applications such as object detection [1] and image registration [2] and broadens the variety of applications by being used as a pre-or post-processing steps in computer vision and novel image analysis [3] [4] . A number of pattern matching methods have been proposed as a full search equivalent method based on orthogonal transforms [5] [6] [7] [8] . Fast pattern matching method based on orthogonal Haar transform (OHT) [5] uses strip sums and has demonstrated to be more efficient than those based on Walsh-Hadamard transform [7] and Gray-Code kernels [8] . However, the size of the template is restricted to be a power-of-two. In the present paper, we propose the design of Haar-like features for fast pattern matching with arbitrary size using orthonormal tree-structured Haar transform (OTSHT). Since OTSHT [9] , proposed by one of the authors, has a freedom of the design and its two-dimensional expression has not been considered yet, we present the mathematical expression for two-dimensional OTSHT basis images. We construct two types of OTSHT and evaluate them for pattern matching.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Fast pattern matching algorithm using orthogonal Haar transform
Let us consider finding a part of image similar to a given template, where the template is compared with all of the candidate windows in the image by sliding window manner and the squared sum of difference (SSD) is used in order to find the similarity between the template and a candidate window, which is referred to as full search (FS).
In fast pattern matching algorithm using OHT, the similarity is calculated in the transformed domain while pruning candidate windows. The pruning process is crucial to reduce the computational cost.
The underlying theory of the pruning phase is following inequality proved in [10] :
where the superscript represents the size of vector or matrix, x 1 and x 2 are the vector expression of the template and a candidate window, respectively, ⋅ represents transposition, and H ( × ) is a part of matrix H ( × ) consists of orthonormal basis vectors of length :
Therefore, when we use the appropriate threshold, we can prune the unmatched candidate windows effectively. We do not need to calculate all of the projection value, i.e., H ( × ) x ( ) , of all the candidate windows but calculate part of the projection value of the part of the candidate windows. Moreover, since classical Haar matrix consists of 1, -1, and 0, the projection value corresponds to the sum of pixel value in a rectangle area, which can be calculated using integral image with a few operations. Note that normalization is needed on top of that.
B. Strip sum via integral image
A rectangle sum is defined as the sum of all pixel value in a rectangle area in an image. Let
( 1 , 2 , , ℎ) be a rectangle sum in the area located at upper left ( 1 , 2 ) with width and height ℎ. The rectangle sum is computed by three additions using an integral image: Fig. 1 . Relation between rectangle sum (RS) and horizontal strip sum (HSS).
where ( 1 , 2 ) is the integral image given as
Strip sum is a special case of rectangle sum including horizontal strip sum and vertical strip sum. We explain horizontal strip sum due to space limitation. Let ℎ ( 1 , 2 ) be horizontal strip sum with height ℎ, which corresponds to integral image as
The horizontal strip sum is computed using an integral image by one addition as
Therefore, we can calculate a rectangle sum using strip sum by one addition as Figure 1 illustrates the relation between rectangle sum (RS) and horizontal strip sum (HSS).
C. Tree-structured Haar transform
Let us consider a binary interval splitting tree (BIST) having leaves with depth. Each inner node is labeled by ,
The label of each node starts with root. The label of left child of root is = ( , 0) also simply represented as = (0) and the label of the right child of root is = ( , 1) also simply represented as = (1). In the same manner, the left child of node is labeled as ( , 0) by adding 0 to the right end of and its right child is labeled as ( , 1) by adding 1 to the end of . Let ( ) be the number of leaves the node has.
The interval, , of node in BIST is assigned as follows: For child of with interval
and Figure 2 shows an example of BIST. A circle and square represent a node and a leaf, respectively. The top-left number of the circle is the label of the node. The number in the circle is ( ).
From the interval, the set of the basis functions is defined as
Note that there are some weights for OTSHT.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
We extend one-dimensional tree-structured Haar transform to two-dimensional Haar-like features, which enables us to use the sprit sum. Two types of orthonormal tree-structured Haar transforms are considered for fast pattern matching.
A. Orthonormal Tree-structured Haar transform basis image
Let us consider the design of OTSHT basis images from tree-structured Haar transform. We take a way of the twodimensional decomposition according to the interval of BIST for holding orthonormal in order to compute the projected value using strip sum. Here, we introduce new label which is especially expressed for the intervals of BIST in the vertical direction.
The basis image function of the space (
Subsequently, the set of basis image functions of the space ( × ) is given as
where ( , ) starts with ( , ) and then ( , ) are replaced by (( , 0), ( , 0)), (( , 1), ( , 0)), (( , 0), ( , 1)), and (( , 1), ( , 1)) until all node of BIST is used. When the space is indivisible, i.e., ( ) = 1 and ( ) = 1, no more decomposition is applied. If a node has child and node does not have child i.e., ( ) > 1 and ( ) = 1, then is replaced as an inner node succeeding to the leaf, i.e., ( , 0) = 1, and vice versa. A set of 2 basis images of size × is generated. Note that ( , 0) and ( , 1) are replaced by (0) and (1), respectively. Figure 3 illustrates how to divide into a positive and a negative value areas according to the intervals of BIST. The white and black parts represent a positive and a negative value areas, respectively, which make Haar-like features. The space ( × ) is vertically divided into two, ( × ,0 ) and ( × ,1 ), and the value at each space is assigned by (17). Then the upper space ( × ,0 ) is horizontally divided into two, ( ,0 × ,0 ) and ( ,1 × ,0 ) , by (18), while the lower space divided into two, ( ,0 × ,1 ) and ( ,1 × ,1 ) by (19) . Figure 4 shows an example of constructing the set of basis images based on BIST shown in Fig. 2 . The white, black and grey areas represent a positive, a negative, and zero value areas, respectively. The first basis image is given by (16). When ( , ) = ( , ), the second one is given by (17), and the third and forth are given by (18) and (19), respectively. When ( , ) = (0, 0), the fifth is given by (17), and then the seventh and eighth are given by (18) and (19), respectively. When ( , ) = (1, 0), the sixth is given by (17), but no more decomposition is applied because has no child, i.e., ( ) = 1. When ( , ) = (0, 1), since has child and does not have child, i.e., ( ) > 1 and ( ) = 1, the leaf is replaced by an inner node succeeding to the leaf as shown in Fig. 5 where the leaf represents in dashed square is labeled as (10), and the ninth are given by (18). When ( , ) = (1, 1), since both and do not have child, no more decomposition is applied. Thus, a set of 9 basis images of size 3 × 3 is generated.
B. Balanced binary tree and logarithmic binary tree
Tree structured Haar transform has a freedom of the design. Here, we consider the two structures, balanced binary treebased (B-) and logarithmic binary tree-based (L-) OTSHT.
The balanced binary tree is depth-balanced where the depths of left and right subtrees of each node are within 1. Figure 6 shows an example of BIST generated from a balanced binary tree of the depth 3 having = 5 leaves. Figure 9 shows the set of 25 OTSHT basis images of size 5×5 generated by (16) different heights: 5, 3, 2, and 1. Note that when is power of 2, B-OTSHT reduces to OHT.
The logarithmic binary tree is the special case of the Fibonacci -tree when → ∞. Figure 8 shows an example of BIST generated from a logarithmic binary tree of the depth 4 having = 5 leaves. Figure 9 shows the set of 25 basis images of size 5 × 5 generated by (16), (17), (18), and (19) from the BIST. There are a total of = 15 rectangle sums with different sizes:
C. Computational complexity
The orthonormal tree-strurctured Haar transform has the weight where the elements do not consist of only 1, -1, and 0. As a results, multiplication of the weight is required in some basis images. The weight is multiplied for the partial SSD of candidate windows, i.e., ||( ( x , ( = 1, 2), respectively, and is the normalization factor. if = , the weights are included in a normalization factor. A rectangle sum is calculated by one addition using strip sum. It requires 2 + + ℎ additions per pixel for calculating all the projection values of 2 OTSHT basis images, where and ℎ are the number of different size and different heights, respectively, of rectangle sums in OTSHT. Each of numbers depends on the structure of BIST, which is shown in Table I with the number of the weight, ℎ .
D. Simulations
We performed B-OTSHT and L-OTSHT for pattern matching using a template with arbitrary size comparing to OHT. The size of template, × , was changed from = 5 to 15. The size of OHT is 8 × 8 for < 8 and 16 × 16 for 8 < , in which the templates and the candidate windows were zero-padded to adjust the size. All of the results found the the same result as FS. We evaluated the average total number of candidate windows and the average number of basis images for projection values. We used 'Lena' of size 512 × 512 and set templates whose upper-left position is every 100 pixels in raster scanning. When = 5, a total of 2,581 templates were set and each template is compared with (512 − + 1) 2 = 258, 064 candidate windows. If candidate windows are not rejected at all by a threshold in pruning process, a total of (512 − + 1) 2 2 = 6, 451, 600 windows is supposed to be operated. The threshold was set to
where is the minimum SSD among candidate windows with a template by FS [5] . When the number of remaining candidate windows is less than 0.02% of all the candidate windows, we found the matched window directly. Figure 10 shows the average total number of candidate windows except for = 1. We observe that the number of windows for B-OTSHT is less than that for L-OTSHT. We confirmed that average number of basis images used in pruning process is = 4 for B-OTSHT, = 6 to 7 for L-OTSHT, and = 10 to 5 for OHT. Figure 11 shows the average total number of candidate windows in noisy condition where the noise is Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance, 100, 200, 400, and 800. We observed that B-OTSHT is more efficient than L-OTSHT and OHT. We confirmed that the average number of basis images used in pruning process for B-OTSHT is less than that for L-OTSHT and OHT, e.g., when = 9 and 2 = 100, the average number of basis images is = 64 for B-OTSHT, = 77 for L-OTSHT, and = 195 for OHT.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented the mathematical expression for twodimensional orthonormal Haar-like features based on treestructured Haar transform in order to achieve fast pattern matching using a template with arbitrary size. We have discussed two types of tree structures, balanced tree and logarithmic tree. We have demonstrated that the proposed method with the balanced tree structure is computationally more efficient.
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